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2B 03 Chan Kaylie Hoi Lam (2020 – 2021)
Raising schoolmates’ awareness of environmental issues in school
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the fact that my fellow schoolmates are not concerned
about protecting the environment. Here are the problems I have found on the campus
and a few ways to improve the situation.
Firstly, I can often spot litter in the playground. It is very unsanitary and has a
negative impact on the environment. Littering can lead to the spread of pest species and
diseases. If there is stagnant water, it might harbor mosquitoes that spread deadly
diseases. It also increases the workload of janitors. Janitors already have excessive work
to do each day. Indeed, everyone can pay a little more attention to this problem and
reduce the janitors’ workload. Why not help them by fulfilling your own responsibility?
Secondly, I have found an empty classroom with lights and air-conditioners on. This
is terrible for the environment. It is a waste of energy. It also produces a lot of carbon
dioxide, which is known as one of the greenhouse gases. An air-conditioner consumes a
lot of electricity and releases pollution. Air pollution is a very serious problem we need to
focus on. Global warming is getting more serious, which results in large-scale shifts in
weather patterns. The Earth is our home. We shouldn’t be damaging it so much just for
our own comfort.
Thirdly, I have seen a lot of discarded polystyrene and plastic lunchboxes. This can
lead to land pollution. Things made from plastic and polystyrene last forever. They only
degrade into smaller pieces but will never fully disappear. Landfills in Hong Kong are
getting a lot fuller. The government can only extend these landfills for so long. It is a huge
problem we are facing.
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Here are a few ways on how to solve these problems in the campus to improve the
situation. The school can tighten the school rules about littering. We can first give
offenders a verbal warning, if students concerned will not change their behavior, the
school can give them written warnings and notify their parents about it. The school can
also hold lectures about littering problems or other environmental problems. I believe
raising students’ awareness is more effective than giving them written warnings. The
school can also post reminders around the school campus. Students can see them
before they leave the classroom. These can remind them of switching off electrical
appliances in their classrooms. Next, the school can encourage students to bring their
own reusable lunchboxes by giving students small discounts when buying food at the
tuck shop when using their own reusable lunchboxes.
The Earth is our home. We all have the responsibility to help protect it. We can
all help by doing these few simple things to protect our home. If everyone pays a bit
more attention to the environment, I believe this world would be a better place.

Yours faithfully,
Kaylie Chan
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2C 11 Chui Wai Yan, Nancy (2020 – 2021)
Environmental protection on campus
Dear Editor,
I am writing to express my concern on the environmental problems found on campus
and to offer suggestions to those students who are not concerned about the situation.
As far as I am concerned, my schoolmates don’t take protecting the environment
seriously. The most significant problems are plastic waste and energy waste. To begin
with, most students have takeaway food for lunch, the food often comes with disposable
cutlery and styrofoam or plastic containers. Both materials are made from oil, which is a
non-renewable resource. Moreover, harmful greenhouse gases are emitted during
production, causing air pollution and global warming. Additionally, plastic can stay in the
landfill for centuries as it is difficult to degrade.
To solve the problem, I suggest students bring their own cutlery and lunch boxes.
Students are advised to ask the food vendor to put their lunch in their own containers
and refuse to use the disposable cutlery provided by the tuck shop.
The second problem is energy waste. When leaving the classroom, students always
forget to turn off fans and lights. Furthermore, the air conditioners are turned on round
the clock, even during autumn and winter. Although the temperature of the air-con is
above 25°C, it still consumes lots of electricity.
To tackle the issue, students should only be allowed to switch on the air conditioners
when the outdoor temperature is higher than 27 °C. If the temperature is lower than
27°C, they can turn on fans and open the windows. They can also use curtains to block
the sunlight.
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All in all, all students have to raise their awareness on environment protection. The
Earth is facing different kinds of environmental problems. Each of us should take a step
further. If not now, when?

Yours faithfully,
Nancy Chui
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5B 15 Lee Tsz Wing, Jana (2018 – 2019)
Once a zoo-keeper
Alex woke up with a huge headache. He opened his eyes, slowly adjusting to the dim
light. Alex didn’t know where he was or how he got there. He tried to remember what
had happened last night.
“Hi! Mary. Hi! Peter. Oh! Finally you have come …” Alex shouted, as the music in the
club was too loud, holding a glass of wine.
“Hey, Alex! By the way, can you close some windows? We are turning on the air
conditioners,” asked Peter.
“It doesn’t matter! Let’s drink!” shouted Alex, holding up his glass.
“Alex! How is your zoo business?” Mary asked.
“Pretty good. We’ve just bought some new animals. Come and see them next time,”
Alex invited Mary.
This was all Alex could recall.
Alex started to search the room. He found there was no window and it didn’t smell
so good. He heard some sound outside the room. There was rubbish on the floor and
he was sleeping on a bed. After searching for some time, he finally found the door. It
was not locked!
“Okay, Alex. Stay calm. You can’t be carried away by fear. You have to get out of here,”
Alex encouraged himself, standing right in front of the wooden door nervously. “3, 2,
1!” Alex opened the door. The sudden brightness blinded him for a while. After his eyes
adjusted to the bright light, he couldn’t believe what he saw.
“What the heck is it?” Alex murmured, closing the door. Immediately but opened it
for the second time.
“The human woke up!” an animal like a bear said with a deep voice, holding a fish,
5
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“Yes, yes, yes. We are polar bears! You are the first human who came to our new
home! Kids, say hello!” said one of the polar bears excitedly. Maybe she was the mom.
“Hello!” the little polar bears said together.
“Sit down,” said the polar bear mom, looking at him with expectation.
Alex didn’t want to sit. He wanted to leave immediately. However, the polar bears
were too nice to him. He sat down.
“Let’s eat!” one of the little bears said.
“It’s okay,” Alex refused.
“Human beings cannot eat raw fish. Don’t you know?” another little bear said.
“Why am I here? Why are you guys living here? Why are we here?” asked Alex,
after a while of silence.
“You fell into our home. You were not conscious so we let you stay here. As for the
reason why we are living underground, hmm…, is complicated. We lost our home. We
used to live on the ice but they melted inexplicably. We have no choice but to live
underground. Luckily, we found this place,” explained the father polar bear.
“There are so many nice places around the world. Why did you choose to stay
here?” Alex asked, feeling a bit embarrassed.
“Actually…We didn’t want to stay here,” the father polar bear continued. “We had
already lost our home at that time. We were standing on a thin ice desperately.
Suddenly, something very sharp flew to us and we all fainted. After waking up, we
found ourselves in a cage. It was too small for all five of us to fit in. We really suffered
a lot on that trip.”
“How did you get out of there?” Alex asked again, not daring to look into their
eyes.
“We escaped when those men left. We discovered a hole on the floor and we
climbed into the hole without hesitation. We didn’t even know how long we had
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out of here but it is quite a nice place here compared to that cage so we stayed here,”
the mother polar bear replied.
As a human, Alex blushed and felt ashamed. He knew humans were the culprits
of why they lost their home and the ones who caught them to lock them in a zoo to
earn money. With the carbon footprint we made, rubbish we threw into the sea,
electricity we used—all these factors led them to this tragedy. This is the first time for
Alex to realize how greedy and arrogant human beings are. He couldn’t bear the
kindness of the polar bears anymore. He didn’t deserve it.
“I’m…I’m leaving,” murmured Alex. He almost cried, hanging his head in shame.
“Why? You can stay longer!” said the mom polar bear.
‘’No. I have to go. Thank you so much. You must live healthily and happily. Although
I don’t know how much I can help you,I will definitely do my best to get you a home
and find the ones who made you suffer,” said Alex, trying to hold back his tears,
holding the mom polar bear’s hands with determination.
“I hope so. Be careful when you leave,” said the mom polar bear sincerely. “You can
leave from that way, the way you fell.”
“Bye!” said Alex softly, weeping, waving his hand.
Alex slowly climbed up to the ground, and came out from an uncovered manhole.
He probably fell into the hole when he was drunk.
“Hi! Mary. Hi! Peter,” Alex shouted.
“Hey, Alex! Why did you choose to close your club? That was my favourite place.
Air conditioning, endless food… And your zoo,” asked Peter.
“I am now working in an environmental concern group. Those animals in my zoo
have returned to their habitats already,” said Alex, smiling. “Let’s go green and save
the Earth together!”
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3B 21 Siu Tsun Him, Morgan (2020 – 2021)
Proposal on new hobby clubs
Dear Simon,
I am writing to suggest what new hobby clubs should be organized this school year.
I suggest a Leadership Club and a Meteorology Club.
One reason why I suggest the Leadership Club is that it can enhance student’s
leadership skills. Through the team building activities arranged by the club, they can
foster their interpersonal skills, problem-solving skills and communication skills. I
suggest the guidance teachers should be in charge of this club since they are so keen
and influential that they can motivate students to build and lead a team.
Another club I suggest is the Meteorology Club. It should be set up as students
ought to learn more weather. One reason is that it can broaden students’ horizons.
Students can learn more besides the Geography curriculum. Another reason is that it
can cultivate curiosity towards their surroundings. We can invite a speaker from the
HK Observatory. It is valuable for us to get more information for climatic phenomena.
Besides, students can collect data from an anemometer regularly to stimulate their
sensitivity to climate. Geography or Physics teachers should be in charge of it as they
possess knowledge on this subject.
I hope my suggestions above are useful and look forward to the setting up of some
interesting new clubs this year. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free
to contact me. Thank you.

Best regards,
Morgan Siu Tsun Him
8
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5B 2 Cheung Chun Po, John (2020 – 2021)
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Being a famous reporter
The best part of my job
Lately, I have been working on my new investigative report about Hong Kong
landlords. You must have been curious about my job, about what I do. I’m here to share
the best part of my job.
You might think the best part is the public recognition that I gain. To be honest, that
is encouraging, but what truly satisfies me is the sense of fulfillment I obtain when I
finally finish the investigation. If you have read my last report on the unknown side
effects of the internet industry, you will know the challenges I was facing at that time.
The truths were too deep to be exposed, and I did it, with patience and determination.
Although it took me two years to dig in, it was worth it.
And when I knew all my efforts paid off… it was the best moment.
The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job
Let’s continue talking about my investigation, which was the most challenging one
I had ever done. After looking into online child porn, I moved to online drug dealing.
Having decided to carry out further investigation on drug dealing online, I tried to
make contact with the people involved. Unsurprisingly, almost no one replied to me. I
was in desperate need of clues.
To my surprise, a friend of mine helped me. He got an email address for me. I met
the guy who was willing to talk to me. I spent months gaining his trust, convincing him
that I was harmless.
Getting these contacts is always difficult, but I underestimated the difficulty so
badly this time. It’s extremely challenging to gain the gang’s trust. You have to prove
you are not a policeman or a spy.
It was a unique experience for me. Also, it taught me not to take things for granted.
9
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My school days
My school days changed my life. In Form Four, I joined the debate club, which was a
relatively small club at that time. You may not believe it, I was a sporty student in my junior
years. After being invited to the club, I used my sportsman spirit and did my best to develop
the club. We won awards, including the International Debate Competition, which was a
supreme honor, and the Hong Kong Interschool Debate Festival.
I realized my talent for organizing ideas and presenting information, and dreamt to be
a journalist in future. I was determined to achieve it.
I convinced Mr. Chung, the principal at that time, to launch a school magazine. It was
hard to juggle academic work, debate competitions and the school magazine at the same
time. Somehow, I managed to do it.
I believe once you have passion, there will be no barriers ahead. Our alma mater has
the best environment for you to chase your dreams. Always catch your chance.
Advice to future journalists
Well, the idea is not to be afraid. Journalists are always the first to come to know the
latest news and unknown information. People are afraid of the unknown. However,
remember, if we say scientists are pioneers who explore the natural world, we, journalists,
are pioneers who explore the nature of our society.
Do not be afraid, and keep your curiosity alive. They’re the crucial qualities of being a
good journalist. Be more practical. Watching news from BBC and Bloomberg is a good
option. Always keep yourself updated, and get used to the complexity of the world. Then
you will not be lost in the massive ocean of information.
I hope my fellow students will be able to surf the information ocean with individuality.
Also, hope to see you soon in the coming learning programme!
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5B 30 Tse Pak Hong, Tim (2018 – 2019)
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Utilise your summer well
Guess what? I was given a chance to be an intern at Young Power last summer! The
experience was truly rewarding and it is nothing if not worth trying. Having no real work
experience, you are more than interested in my once-in-a-life-time experience, aren't
you? Don't worry, I will tell you all about it in the following. In the first part, I will share
with you my work experience and how it was of utmost benefit to me. After that, I will
give you some advice on choosing summer internships.
The Fascinating Work Experience
It is not a long story, given that it is just a summer internship. Let's start from the first
day at Young Power. As we all know, it is a renowned organisation which holds cultural
exchange programmes and activities for students. Last year, they came to our school
and introduced some of its activities and this gave me a basic understanding of how it
operates. However, this did not help me at the least on the very first day. Once I had
stepped into the office, I was told to be in charge of a new activity called the Great
Adventure. Having entirely no idea of what was happening and how things worked, I
panicked and could not even start my work until that afternoon when a colleague lent
me a helping hand by demonstrating to me the procedures of organising an activity. Not
until that moment was I ready to get things done. After fully understanding how the
company operated, I spent the whole afternoon brainstorming the details of the events
and I ended up having done nothing more than writing down rough ideas on paper.
Sounds pathetic, doesn't it? Indeed, the first day was a disaster. Yet, in the remaining
days, I managed to co-operate with my co-workers and exchanged some brilliant ideas
with them. Moreover, I have got used to working on computers instead of pen and
paper which catalysed the process. Eventually, the activity which involved sports and
intelligence was done by the deadline. It was proposed and the director was fairly
11
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the end of my internship. The overall experience was so enjoyable that I cannot

Enormous Benefits
Apart from the joy, doubtless, I have benefitted from this experience in two ways. Not
only did I gain vocational skills, but also soft skills.
First of all, through actually working in the office, I have learnt a multitude of vocational
skills which I was not exposed to previously. Before the internship, I was just an ordinary
student who had never been in the workplace. Never was I able to take care of myself
well, not to mention surviving in the workplace. As a result, the first day was disastrous.
However, when I took the initiative to ask my colleagues for help, they taught me a
multitude of basic things such as printing things out, getting useful information and
gaining access to some valuable files. These were basic and simple to them, but not to
me who had no idea what to do. You will know my pain when you are actually an intern,
trust me. Moreover, through organising an activity from scratch, I have developed some
analytical skills and organisational skills which allowed me to process countless pieces of
complicated information. When it comes to the real workplace, everything has to be
concise and precise. I kept this principle in mind and neglected all the skills my teachers
taught me on writing up fake listening and writing tasks. In reality, target groups, aims,
expected results have to be explained in great details. Now, I am able to take the initiative
to search for useful information and construct an activity from nothing. Isn't it of great
use in our daily lives and future workplaces?
Apart from vocational skills, of equal benefit are the soft skills I have learnt. In the
workplace, a concerted effort is always required because the reason for employing
workers is to utilise everyone's strength and minimize the weakness. Therefore, you have
to be able to work with others in order to survive. However, I was not familiar with the
way of working together since we are used to working independently at school. Not until
that moment did I realise the importance of watching out for others' emotions and
preferences. I found that if I could make them happy, I would probably be friends with
12
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intern. Therefore, I tried to buy their favourite breakfast for them and only talk to them
when they were in a good mood. It turned out that soft skills are more significant than
vocational skills because they would actively assist me when I lacked certain vocational
skills. Now, I am able to communicate and cooperate with others by noticing their
emotional needs. I believe that this is also of importance in my daily life because the
soft skills enable me to get along with others.
Your Turn
Having said numerous advantages of an internship, I would like to give you some
advice on choosing a suitable company. After noticing the benefits, you must be eager
to participate in this year's internship programme. Yet, being an intern in the wrong
company would ruin your internship experience.
First of all, it is better if you choose a well-established and large company since only
they have the sufficient resources and employees to guide you in the early stage of an
internship. Having no work experience, we can only learn to survive in the workplace
which exerts a great amount of pressure on you. Therefore, famous companies like
UNIQLO and ADIDAS would be smart choices since they could provide you with limitless
resources and a multitude of staff who could lend you a helping hand when you are in
desperate situations which I experienced on the first day in Young Power.
Secondly, choose a company which is in your field of interest. If you are interested in
the work that you do, you will be more passionate about working for the company and
this helps you excel in your work. Why not choose a company that suits your ability and
interest perfectly instead of one which suffocates you? For instance, if you are a born
leader like me, just go ahead and choose an organisation which organises an eclectic
range of activities for different groups of people.
All in all, I hope now you know more about summer internships. Summer is just a
short period of time, so do not waste your time and accomplish something meaningful!
I hope that I can hear about your experience of your internship next year!
13
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5D 06 Cheng Yui Sze, Ceci (2020 – 2021)
They need you
“The underprivileged” is a common phrase widely used in articles, newspapers…
Everyone is familiar with its definition as it describes the community that does not
enjoy the same standard of living or rights as the majority of people in society. Yet, can
you recognize them? How could you possibly them?
Teenagers
No two teenagers are the same. Some of us are enjoying ourselves, surrounded by
a circle of friends, some of us might be cherishing our “me-time”, uninterrupted. There
are all kinds of teenagers in this world, and some of us are combating exasperating
issues.
With academic results gradually taking over the extra-curricular performances of
students, the purpose of life for teenagers has suddenly become result-oriented—
Parents start spurring their kids to learn and score better results, with fierce
competition between peers, the pressure from their surroundings has left them
lifeless. As a result, the parent-child relationship has grown worse, and teens have
started doubting their abilities.
This has led to the emergence of teen hermits. The mounting pressure on them has
left them flustered. Not finding their way, they’ve lost direction or lack motivation and
confidence, and are vulnerable to other’s comments. They began to crave hopelessly
for something to focus their attention on, like online games, alcohol or drugs, thus
quickly developing an addiction. Self-esteem could then be gained with compliment
from friends, or victory or high ranks in video games. Such addictions would have
disastrous impacts on the future prospects of teenagers, and that is why we need to
pull them back from the verge of collapse.
16
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It is of immerse importance to take good care of your friends. Checking on them
regularly could ensure their well-being and provide them with the sense of being cared
for. There are a few NGOs that give talks and share information on the issue of mental
health, with activities about the necessity of maintaining a healthy state of mind.
Outreach services are also available, aiming to guide NEETs (Not in Education,
Employment, or Training) to head back to a normal life. A chance for them to voice out
their opinions and thoughts ought to be given. Being the pillars of the future society,
they should be nourished and empowered.
The elderly
How are your grandparents doing? Have you paid a visit lately? As a matter of fact,
the elderly are in plight. Suffering from chronic diseases, agonizing over how to make
ends meet, also having backward living standards since they gradually cannot take care
of themselves.
“Why don’t their children look after their parents?” you might ask.
As the international financial trade center, HongKongers are living a busy life, so busy
that they aren’t able to spare time for a proper meal just to make a living. Then they
would turn to local residential facilities and care homes for their aging parents.
Ironically, there’s an acute shortage of facilities, and insufficient hospital bed spaces to
be found, and therefore, the health care of the elderly has always been hindered. The
absence of a universal retirement pension scheme has resulted in elderly poverty which
the government is responsible for. It has to be introduced to safeguard the interests and
joyful lives of our oldies. To tackle the issue of the neglected older generations, familyfriendly public housing policies could be carried out to encourage families to live near
or together with their parents. Our actions are also indispensable in ensuring their
quality of life is up to standard, frequent visits, calls with your grandparents helps us to
be familiarized with their recent status so that more care could be given.
17
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The physically handicapped
It is clear that there is a lack of social awareness towards wheelchair users. The
accessibility of them is desperately low since wheelchair-friendly facilities are deficient.
For example, automatic doors with wheelchair ramps nearby and wheelchair-friendly
designs are scanty and outdated in Hong Kong. It therefore takes enormous effort for
wheelchair users to go out. Besides, discrimination is ubiquitous many of them were
often labelled and not accepted by the community. It is one of the reasons that
objections arose when wheelchair-friendly facilities were proposed to be constructed.
It is saddening to witness that only a few people are willing to give them a helping hand
when assistance is requested.
Living in a modern society, we shall be more open-minded, and should accept people
with various characteristics. It is of utmost significance to assist them to assimilate into
society instead of being left out. In my mind, more wheel-chair friendly facilities should
be installed like elevators in different malls, ramps and automatic doors, allowing a
more accessible Hong Kong to wheelchair users.
Conclusively, the underprivileged have been facing invisible obstacles which have
made their lives challenging. Yet they have strived and worked their fingers to the bone
to provide themselves a better life. It’s high time for us to assist them to integrate into
society, at the same time tackling problems like poverty, lack of care homes head on.
We shall be bound and determined to fight as hard as we can, and more care should be
given to others in addition.
“Thousand miles starts with a step.” Let’s turn Hong Kong to a welcoming society!
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Why many students are tired at school and
whether starting school at 9 am is the right solution
Dear Editor,
I am writing with reference to a recent article in Young Post which suggested that an
8:00 am start to the school day makes students feel tired and sleepy. I am going to
analyze the reasons why students feel tired and discuss whether or not a 9:00am start
can come to grips with the problem.
First of all, students feel tired because they lack sleeping time or do not sleep
well. Nowadays most students have additional classes and extracurricular activities
after school. With the DSE approaching, their schoolwork becomes heavier and
heavier.

They can hardly manage those extra classes as well as their

schoolwork. Therefore, they have to sacrifice their sleeping time in order to finish
loads of work.

Even though they can go to bed on time, heavy academic pressure

will bother them, thus lowering the quality of their sleep.
Therefore, a 9:00am start won’t solve the problem. Since teachers must equip
students with all they need for the DSE within three years of high school, the school
time cannot be reduced. If the time for starting school were postponed by one hour,
the time off school would also be postponed. As a result, students sleep even later at
night. Therefore, a 9:00am start is of no avail. The only way to enable students to be
more energetic is to reduce their tutorial classes and extracurricular activities, which
is not that important compared to students’ sleep and health.

Yours faithfully,
Cherry Wang Haiye
17
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A 9:00 start to the school day
Dear Editor,
I am writing with reference to a recent article in Young Post claiming that an 8:00
am start to the school day is the major culprit in making students feel tired and sleepy.
Under an exam-oriented education system, Hong Kong students have a heavy
academic workload and they are suffering from great pressure. Therefore, I am in favor
of a 9:00 am start to school as I believe it can solve many problems that students face.
The first reason why students feel tired is because they are stressed with study and
interpersonal problems. During May this year, the Hong Kong Wellness Mind Centre of
youth groups interviewed 1821 secondary school students to understand their stress
and emotional conditions. The results showed that half of the interviewed students
had a stress index of 7 to 10, which was alarmingly high. Many students feel anxious
about their academic performance and future. Under the stressful education system
in Hong Kong, students face fierce academic competition among peers. They will be
frustrated if they get unsatisfactory results. When it comes to interpersonal problems,
the problem of bullying is serious. Going through puberty, teenagers may be subjected
to peer influence and have conflicts with their family. As a result, students are likely to
experience a poor mental state and feel stressed. Stress can affect the normal
functioning of the human body’s nervous system, especially during their sleep. People
who are overstressed often wake up at night and spend less time in deep sleep, which
seriously affects students’ sleep quality.
Another reason why students feel tired is that they need to cope with a massive
amount of school work. Under the exam-oriented education system in Hong Kong,
schools give a lot of school work to equip students with test-taking skills. Students
need a lot of time to finish their massive amounts of school work and do revision.
18
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The suggested sleep duration for teenagers is 8 hours. However, it is found that the
average sleep time of teenagers is 6.5 hours. Lacking sufficient sleep, students feel
tired.
In view of the facts above, it is put forth that the starting time of school should be
postponed till 9:00 am, which brings about a myriad of advantages. One of the benefits
of a 9:00 am start is that students would have more time to have breakfast. When
school starts at 8:00 am, it’s too early for students and they are in a hurry to prepare
for their school day. Therefore, many of them do not have time to have breakfast.
Breakfast is of utmost importance to their health. A nutritious breakfast can make
people energetic and improve one’s work or study efficiency. As a consequence,
having breakfast is important and can refresh one’s mind. Another benefit of a 9:00
am start is that students would have more time to sleep. Students always sleep late
due to the massive amounts of school work. It is undoubtedly a great idea that school
should start later to allow them to have one more hour of sleep.
In conclusion, I agree to delay the school starting time to 9:00 am since this can
effectively relieve students’ fatigue.

Yours faithfully,
Chris Wong
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The joys and sorrows of being a teenager in Hong Kong
Hello everyone. I believe each of you had lots of memories in our homeland –Hong
Kong. No matter they are full of joy or sorrow, these memories would always be part
of us. Allow me to recap some of them to you all.
Let’s start off with the joys of being a teenager in Hong Kong. The most significant
joy must be the opportunities to explore the world. Teenagers are provided with free
education until they graduate from secondary schools. From scientific subjects like
Biology and Chemistry to foreign languages like English and Japanese, teenagers could
learn numerous subjects and be exposed to different curriculums, gaining as much
knowledge as we could. Teenagers often could interact with different people and
culture. Being an international city, Hong Kong is a mixture of Eastern and Western
culture. Teenagers could be in contact with foreign cultures in their daily life. The
advancements of Hong Kong also supply teenagers with much more opportunities to
explore. By visiting cutting edge companies and technologies involved, such as having
a learning trip to the Hong Kong International Airport, it could truly broaden our
horizons and acknowledge the new advancements of the world.
The second joy I would like to mention is the community. Now some people might
say teenagers are getting colder and colder to others. In fact, it is the other way round.
There is a more supportive community growing among teenagers with the help of the
Internet. The sharing platforms have extended a lot on the Internet and more voices
could now be heard. Teenagers are facing the pressure and keen competition all the
time. Yet, they remain sympathetic to others. Whenever someone got depressed or
has a bad time, teenagers back each other up and they would voice their opinion for
the community. Together we form a solid shield joined with close and tight bonds. It is
20
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Sadly, there are always sorrows among us. If someone asks us about what’s the
most hateful thing in our teenage life, I am sure 90% of us would say it’s the pressure
we are carrying. Our pressure mainly comes from competition. Firstly, our parents
often gave us high expectations and make comparisons to others. Some of you might
often suffer from the disappointment from your parents. Approvals or recognitions
from our parents might even seem impossible. Living in a city full of competitions is
always a hard and painful experience teenagers have to face. Everyone has to
compete for limited spaces in the university in order to have a brighter future.
Moreover, competitions seem unstoppable and teenagers have already succumbed
to it without any other choices.
Apart from daily competition, the exam stress often strangles teenagers’ life. Our
life could not be separated from learning and studying. Every day, teenagers have to
face tests, exams and a bundle of homework. It’s a stressful rhythm for teenagers.
Yet, the truth is Hong Kong’s education system is exam-oriented. Other talents simply
won’t be accounted for. The society and government instilled the message of only
studying matters to teenagers. ‘Dreams? Talents? Being a musician or an athlete?’
The whole society would take it as a joke and simply reply you with this, ‘Don’t be
naïve. Just study.’ This is how it is, isn’t it? The realistic and cruel society we are living
in.
But is that it? Is everyone just gonna turn our backs on each other and surrender
to the cruel society? Why couldn’t us teenagers make a difference in the society?
The sorrows and pain we are now having shouldn’t even exist or matter. From now
on, remember the sorrows and maintain the joy we’re having in Hong Kong. The next
generation’s future is actually in our own hands. So be grateful for what we have and
transform those pains in our society into joys.
Thank you!
21
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Stand out from the crowd!

5C 01 Chan Chak Fung, Thomas (2020 – 2021)
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Why are Asian stars famous in Western countries?
The US entertainment business always goes viral around the world. Films like Avengers,
Fast and Furious, and Titanic are well-known everywhere. Singers and artists like Billie
Eilish, Maroon 5, Robert Downey and Kate Winslet are celebrities being closely followed
by netizens. But in recent years, Asian stars have gained immense popularity and people
from Western countries have started to pay attention to C-Pop, K-pop and J-pop. There are
a lot of reasons behind this trend.
To begin with, information is spreading like a flash nowadays with advanced technology.
People send and receive different messages online. Social media and online forums
connect followers and fans around the world. With more publicity, Westerners will receive
news and information of Asian entertainment. Also, the immediacy of the internet
increases the cultural liquidity. When a US singer uploads a song on the internet, people
everywhere can listen to it in no time. So reversely, when an Asian popstar uploads a song
or videoclip online, people from around the world can enjoy it immediately, too. BTS, a
popular Korean music band, made their debut in 2013. They mentioned that the internet
is of enormous importance for making them successful. It clearly shows that the internet
plays an important role in making Asian stars famous.
Secondly, travelling abroad helps boost interactions among people in different
countries. The airplane was first invented by the Wright brothers in the 1900s. A couple of
years later, bigger and better aircrafts were invented and used for commercial purposes.
Asian people took flights to Western countries for work, emigration and holidays.
Chinatown, Little Seoul and Little Tokyo are areas and districts developed by overseas
Asians. Asian culture then settled in these countries and became more and more
influential. Also, when Asians travel to Western countries, Asian cultures are brought there
and some Westerns may be attracted.
22
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activities. Hong Kong singer, Eason Chan, organized several world concert tours
gfdhfh23and
attracted many people to join. Canada, USA and Australia are countries where world tours
are often held. We can see that travelling helps integrate Asian cultures into Western life,
which has resulted in making Asian celebrities better known.
Thirdly, Westerners are willing to accept foreign cultures. Take Kung Fu as an example,
both martial art films and literature about Kung Fu are interesting for Westerners. With
the fusion of Asian and Western cultures, animation films like Kung Fu Panda are produced
by DreamWorks Animation. Western people love new things. Because of the allure of Kung
Fu, Hong Kong American actor and martial artist Bruce Lee, as well as actor Jackie Chan,
are famous. We can notice that the enthusiasm of Westerns to accept new things is one
of the reasons why Asian stars are gaining popularity in Western countries.
Last but not least, it is claimed that singers and actors are making their shows and works
for commercial means. The celebrities are only concerned about making profits.
Therefore, they release and put a lot of albums and merchandise on the market. World
concert tours do the same thing. However, I don’t think this is a reason why Asian
celebrities are gaining popularity around the world. Asian stars pay a lot of effort and time
into improving their skills on acting, singing, and making their new pieces, which I think is
the final and the most important reason why they are prominent internationally. English
is an international language spoken by many people everywhere. Yet most Asians speak
only their own language, like Cantonese, Mandarin, Japanese, Korean, and so on. They
seldom speak English. Most of their shows and songs are not in English too. But their skills
of acting and singing, together with their drama scripts and compositions, are produced
with a lot of effort in order to attract people who don’t speak their languages.
To summarize, there are four important reasons why Asian singers and movie stars
are gaining popularity all over the world. The internet spreads information very quickly.
The evolution of travelling internationally leads to a wide cultural spread. Westerners are
eager to accept new foreign cultures. Asian celebrities are enthusiastic about performing
in front of others. I am looking forward to seeing Asian stars being more famous.
We
23
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should be proud of them.
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5E 21 Yung Tin Chau, Dennis (2020 – 2021)
Advertising is necessary
Wherever you go, you see advertisements. They are ubiquitous. There is no avoiding
them. Some people have suggested that these advertisements are not needed. I beg
to differ, and in this essay, I will be explaining why.
First and foremost, advertising enables a brand to make a name for itself. Every
company has a beginning, and even household names such as Apple and Walmart are
no exception. How do you think they became famous? Through advertising, of course.
You cannot have the best products and services in the world if no one knows who you
are and what you do, how would you expect your business to be able to compete with
other players in the field, let alone stand out from the rest? That is why it is especially
important for lesser-known companies to advertise and capture people’s attention.
They do not have the reputation of large corporations, and word of mouth simply
would not be enough.
Another thing is that advertising plays a key role in helping a company stay relevant.
As the saying goes, ‘Out of sight, out of mind.” Even the most prominent of companies
would splurge on marketing campaigns. Why? Because they want to remain wellknown and competitive. Image if Apple stopped promoting their new iPhones starting
next year. What do you think would happen? Other tech goliaths such as Samsung and
Huawei are going to steal the limelight. Apple’s sales would remain strong due to its
fame, but the company would inevitably suffer a decrease in the number of handsets
sold consequently, which would in turn negatively impact its revenue.
The final point I would like to make is that advertising allows a business to build a
loyal customer base. A well-made advertisement cannot only bring in new customers,
but also pull existing customers closer to the brand. I myself am a diehard fan of Apple.
Almost every gadget I have is designed by the Cupertino giant and my love for24the
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company can be partly attributed to the way they market their products. They have
convinced me that they are an innovator of the tech industry and that is why I would
stick with them.
To conclude, advertising is crucial to a company’s success and without it, new
businesses would not be able to thrive. Therefore, the notion that advertising is
unnecessary is flawed.
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This house believes that watching TV makes us smarter
Good morning ladies and gentlemen,
Today’s motion is that watching TV makes us smarter. We strongly support the
motion because not only can we watch a wide range of programmes on television, but
we can also interact with others who are watching TV at the same time. In the following
speech, we are going to further explain how watching TV makes us more intelligent.
To start, different TV channels provide a big variety of educational programmes for
the audience to see, for example, documentaries and the news, which gives us a
precious opportunity to broaden our horizons. Nowadays, people are obsessed with
finding a well-paid job and earning more money, thus spending most of their time on
studying or working, which poses an obstacle to their lifelong learning. That’s why
sparing a little time for a TV programme is one of the feasible ways for busy people to
learn some useful knowledge as well as get to know what is happening in the world.
Take documentaries on animals for example. There is no doubt that we will never have
the chance to observe the behaviour of wild animals closely with our bare eyes. Only
by watching the documentaries can we understand how the whole ecosystem works,
including how predators hunt their prey and how weak animals protect themselves.
For all that this may be included in textbooks, it is patently clear that viewing the scene
directly is conducive to our thorough understanding. The news is another case in point.
Restricted by time and space, it is impossible for us to gain access to information
beyond our own experience. Therefore, watching the news frequently plays a pivotal
role in knowing about our community and even the whole world, which is essential for
us to think from different perspectives instead of considering ourselves only.
Of course, some TV programmes are not educational in nature, for instance,
dramas, soap operas and animations. However, even though they are not intended
to
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be educational, watching them is still rewarding as our life experience can be enriched.
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The time we have is so limited that we cannot experience all the things we want, and
we have to make choices depending on our abilities and preferences. Thanks to the
recreational nature of TV programmes, we are more willing to be in touch with activities
that we have never tried through watching TV. No sooner have we started watching the
programme than we begin to imagine what we would do or think if we were the
characters, which indirectly leads to a new experience. Nevertheless, because of this,
some people may be misled into thinking that fictional stories in some TV programmes
are meaningless. It is evident that those events are unlikely to happen in our real life.
Yet, as long as the stories do not violate the nature of human beings, meaning that
humans would do the same if they were really in the same situation, they can showcase
the truth about human beings and even the whole society, which may not be realized
by ourselves. Watching such TV programmes and viewing an array of stories can go a
long way towards our deep understanding of human beings and reflection on what we
should do in our lives.
Owing to the advancement in technology, it is commonplace that people prefer
electronic gadgets like smartphones to televisions when they want to watch videos and
programmes from other countries. There is no shortage of evidence that the former is
a lot more convenient, but we would still like to draw your attention to the key
difference between them, which is how their screens differ in size. Televisions, which
have bigger screens, allow numerous people to watch the same programme and discuss
its content at the same time. After all, our brains are just like machines. The same input
can solely give rise to output with few variations. No matter how long we ponder about
the programme alone, it is probable that we will neglect a few points and end up
reaching a subjective and biased conclusion, taking a heavy toll on our full
understanding of it. Despite watching the same programme, all people have their own
unique feelings and reflection due to their subjectivity. That’s why it is of paramount
significance to interact and share ideas with one another. The more people there
27 are,
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the higher the chance of having a well-rounded and precise understanding of the
programme eventually.
All in all, there is no hyperbole that watching TV makes us smarter since TV
programmes contribute to the enrichment of our knowledge and life experience. Its
benefits are even maximized by promoting the exchange of ideas among individuals.

28
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1D 02 Chan Hok Ching, Rex (2020 – 2021)
A strange day
Last Friday my school organized a “Take Your Pet to School Day” we had a lot of
funny moments on that day and I thought it was the happiest day of my school life.
In the morning, I prepared a box to carry my pets——cockroaches. The master of
my cockroaches died two weeks ago, so I adopted them and they were clean and good.
I went to school on foot. When I arrived at school, I saw a lot of animals like dogs, cats,
turtles, rabbits, fishes.
“What is your pet, Rex?” a lot of classmates asked me suddenly.
I opened my box and said, “Cockroaches!”
They shouted and ran away immediately. When we went to the classroom, I saw Iris
and she brought her horse. My classroom was too small and it could not go in. So it
could only stay in the corridor.
I went into my classroom and saw that my English teacher——Miss Ho brought a big
pet to school. It was a kangaroo. However, the kangaroo was naughty and hopped
around my classroom so that all the desks fell down.
“Stop it, naughty girl!” Miss Ho shouted angrily.
Suddenly, someone pushed me and I threw a cockroach on Kitty’s head.
“Oh! I’m so nauseous!” she shouted.
She threw my cockroach across the room. All my classmates ran away and nobody
wanted to help me. Luckily, Miss Ho was nice and she helped me to find it. At last, we
found it in five minutes and I thanked Miss Ho.
Then we smelled some bad smell, which was the stool from Roy’s pig.
“You need to clean it, Roy!” we shouted together.
Next, we needed to exchange our pet with another student and tell him or her some
29
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to me. He put his snake on my neck and I wanted to cry.
“Snakes are reptiles!” Louis said to me.
“Believe it or not. Cockroaches are insects!” I said to Louis.
I learned a lot of features about snakes at that time and I felt very happy. At last, I told
this experience to my mum and dad and they laughed too.
That day, I thought it was the happiest day of my school life. I hope my school can
organize this activity again.
“I love it very much!” I shouted.
At night, when I wanted to sleep, I saw Louis’s snake on my face. I shouted loudly and
I...
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2A 19 Lau Lok Chi, Thomas (2019 – 2020)
The worst day in my life
In January, the outbreak of an unknown virus impacted all sectors of the economy.
The outbreak forced many companies and factories to halt production. Hong Kong was
being locked down. Many citizens lost their jobs including my parents.
On 13 January, the company my parents worked for shut down. My parents had no
earnings. It was really difficult to find a new job. We were upset as we could not make
a living.
‘Bang!’ We were shocked. The landlord with some workers were outside of our flat.
The landlord shouted, ‘It has been half a year since you paid rent. Move out of this flat
immediately!!!’’ The workers began moving our chairs, desk, etc out of our flat. All of a
sudden, we had no place to live. I could do nothing but watch the flat become empty.
‘Meow!’ My cat Mike did not seem very well. Oh, no, its body was very hot and he
had a fever! Mike was already pitiful that he had been abandoned by others, and I could
not leave him alone. I wanted to take it to see a vet but my parents did not have enough
money. ‘Can’t you see what the situation is? Is this cat the only thing that matters? Don’t
come back if you go out!’ Dad yelled. It was disappointing that they did not take me and
Mike seriously.
I took Mike to a vet center as quickly as I could. I begged the vet at the center to cure
Mike free of charge, but they ignored me. Mike and I were driven away. I could feel Mike
becoming colder. It didn’t move anymore. Great tears began oozing out of my eyes.
I sat on the floor and cried bitterly. I wondered why my parents discarded my pet.
‘Tom, why are you here? We miss you’, Mom and Dad said. ‘We miss Mike too. We
wanted to help but can’t do anything.’’ It was selfish of me to leave my family when they
31
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were in such trouble. I cried, ‘I promised I won’t leave you anymore.’’ ‘So do I!’’ Dad
and I hugged each other.
Everyone has tough times in life. For sure, today was my worst day. I realized no
matter if today was a good day or bad day, the most important thing is, I faced the
worst day with my family. That is what matters.

32
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3D 11 Annie Chong (2019 – 2020)
Camping Fears

It was during summer holidays. Joe, Mary, Michael and Wendy decided to go camping
together in August. On one day, they went to a forest which is situated far away in the
countryside. They played happily in the daytime, soon the night came and they started
to set up their tents.
'’Hey guys, would you like to go on an adventure with me later? It's going to be
exciting!'’ Joe exclaimed.
‘'No, we haven't had our dinner and we don't have enough energy to go. Also, it is
dangerous to go around in the dark, mysterious forest at night. We should stay in the
tent for now.'’ Wendy rejected Joe’s idea.
‘'I think Wendy is right, let's stay in the tent tonight. If you really want to go, how
about tomorrow morning?'’ Mary said. Michael nodded and waited for Joe's answer.
‘'Oh, come on, don't be so stubborn, there is nothing to worry about.'’ Joe answered
and he turned around and stared at the forest.
He saw something unusual. A light box that floated in the air. Because of his curiosity,
he walked near it and tried to touch it, but the light box moved away. He thought this
was amusing. Michael and Mary followed Joe to see what was happening.
‘’Isn’t it cool?’’ Joe pointed to the light box, ‘‘I am going to follow it!’’ Joe followed it
deeper and deeper into the forest.
‘’Oh no! We can’t leave Joe on his own. Wendy, follow us!’’ Mary shouted and told
Michael to follow Joe.
‘’Wait!’’ Wendy yelled and ran to them. Although she did not want to go on an
adventure with them, she was more concerned about being left alone.
37
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As they kept following Joe, they went deeper in the forest. A thick and unusual fog
appeared. They felt cold and scared because they could only hear the howls of the owls
and crows.
Michael shouted loudly, ‘‘Joe, where are you? If you can hear me, please answer me!’’
Suddenly, Wendy, who was at the back of the group, felt something touching her
shoulders. She thought it may be some leaves at first, but she felt more and more force
and weight on her shoulders this time. She started sweating and held her hands
tightened. Her brain couldn't function normally, she started thinking that maybe it was a
ghost, but she didn't want to believe it.
‘’ Wendy? Wendy? Wendy? ……’’Wendy heard a voice calling her name behind her.
The voice was not loud. It was calm and quiet, just like it was right next to Wendy. Wendy
tripped over a stone because of this.
‘’Are you okay? ‘’ Mary turned back and asked.
‘’Noth...Nothing,’’ Wendy stood up and gave Mary a big smile to reassure her. But deep
inside, she was shaking and trembling with fear.
‘’Then let’s go...Wait!’’ Wendy interrupted Mary, ‘’ Did you hear some strange voices
or see anything behind me?’’ Wendy asked Mary with all her courage.
‘’No. What’s the matter with you? Do you need to take a break?’’ asked Mary.
‘’No, thank you!

Don’t worry about me,’’ Wendy stopped Mary again. Mary

continued looking for Joe. Wendy didn’t dare to tell them anything.
This time, a pair of white hands appeared and pulled Wendy. When Wendy saw the
long hair beside her, she knew ‘it’ was a woman. Wendy couldn't scream or cry for help
because ‘it’ had put its arms around her neck, squeezing her, she couldn’t touch ‘it’
either. She breathed with difficulty and her body started shaking.
34
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‘’Whenever someone calls your name with a voice you don’t know at night, don’t
answer it. Otherwise, the lights that protect you which are on your head and shoulders
will be blown out and you may be in danger.’’
Therefore, Wendy did not turn back or say anything. Unfortunately, this irritated ‘it’
squeezed her neck more tightly and tried to choke her.
‘’Why don’t you answer my questions!’’ ‘It’ shouted angrily.
Wendy started choking and was held in the air, her feet were swinging, she cried for
help and hoped Mary and Michael would notice her, but they didn't suspect anything.
‘’Hey! I am here!’’ Joe ran to Mary and Michael, ‘‘ You guys are too slow! The light box
stopped moving and is just floated there,’’ he said.
It’ dropped Wendy down. Wendy coughed seriously.
‘’What happened to you? Did someone attack you?’’ Mary ran to help Wendy stand.
‘’ It’...‘It’...’’ Wendy coughed. She was hardly able to speak.
‘’Let’s go back to the tent! Wendy is hurt!’’ Mary demanded.
‘’No, you can’t! I am so lonely! You must play this game with me, or else you will have
no chance to leave,’’ a voice of a woman demanded.
They were very anxious, and they were pushed to a vacant land by an unseen power.
Wendy held Mary’s hand and Michael and Joe had their back against each other.
‘’Haha, don’t be so afraid. It is just an easy game to play. The game is called ‘four
corners’. First, everyone needs to stand in a corner and face the forest. When the game
begins, one of you needs to go to another corner and touch the shoulder of the person
There, then stay there. And the person who is touched uses the same way to keep this
35
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Joe went to Michael and touched his shoulder, Michael touched Mary, Mary touched
Wendy, Wendy touched a woman who was wearing a long white dress.
‘’Wait! Who is she? We only have 4 people here!’’ Wendy thought.
‘’Hi, Wendy. Would you like to come with me?’’ The woman turned back with her
bloody disfigured face and grabbed Wendy and dragged her deep into the forest in a
second. The others only heard the sound.
‘‘Arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!!!!!!!!!!’’
‘’Wendy!’’ Mary yelled.
They turned back to look for Wendy, but there was only some blood on the ground.
Mary cried out, Michael was still shocked and could not move. Joe decided to escape
from this place, he pulled Mary and Michael’s hands and ran straight into the forest.
Surprisingly, they ran to a house where an old woman lived. They begged to stay at
the house for one night and told the old woman what had happened before.
The old woman was calm to hear their experience because she knew of a story about
the thing they met. She asked them if they wanted to know the story or not. They
agreed.
‘’10 years ago, at night, there were also 4 people who were going to go camping
together. However, before this camp, the 4 of them, a boy called Peter had a crush on
a girl called Lily. Lily refused to date him, so Peter felt upset and angry and wanted to
kill Lily. Therefore, Peter killed Lily that night with a cleaver. Then Lily became a powerful
ghost and started hurting others who came here to camp with friends, of course she
killed Peter for revenge. That’s all of her story,’’ The old woman sighed.
The kids were shocked to know that and their hands kept trembling.
36
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a young girl.
Secondly, let the girl go inside the washroom and face the mirror, call Lily 4 times and
then break the mirror completely. Lily will be exorcised that way,’’ the old woman
suggested.
‘’Mary, you must help us to escape from this nightmare! You are the only one that we
can count on now, Wendy was killed and I don’t want to lose anyone here again,’’ Joe
begged.
Michael did not say anything, but looked at Mary. Mary tried to calm down and
answered, ‘‘Okay, I will try to do my best.’’ She went to the washroom with a rock. Michael
and Joe stood outside the washroom ready to help Mary if any accident happened.
Mary took a deep breath, closed the door. ‘‘Lily! Lily! Lily! Lily! Please don’t hurt us
anymore, please end this nightmare!’’ Mary growled and broke the mirror into pieces.
Something bad happened. The mirror started bleeding and a disfigured woman came
out.
‘’No!!!!!!!’’ Mary shook with fear and tried to open the door.
‘’Michael! Joe! Help me!’’ She used the rock to hit the door, but nothing worked, they
couldn't hear her cry for help.
‘’You are so noisy! Give up trying to gain help from them. They can’t actually hear what
is happening here because I have brought you into another world. Can you guess what I
am about to do to you?’’
‘’No please! I just came for a camp! I am not trying to enrage you! Plea...’’
Afterwards, Mary came out of the washroom.
‘’Oh! I am glad that you are fine, did you finish everything that the old woman told
you?’’ Joe asked nervously.
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They walked to the living room. But Mary went to the kitchen to find something
suspiciously.
‘’Where did the old woman go? I can’t even hear a sound. It’s a bit creepy.’’ Joe shivered
and spoke in fear.
All of a sudden, Mary stopped.
‘’Don’t be so horrible, Mary. You look scary...!!! ’’ Mary took out a cleaver that she found
and stabbed Joe.
‘’Arrr!!!......’’
After a few seconds, Joe died. His body was full of stab wounds, blood spilt everywhere,
he was beheaded and dismembered. Mary had a big smile on her face, enjoying the
pleasure of killing.
‘’Oh my god!’’ Michael shrieked and ran out of the house immediately. He didn’t want
to be killed!
‘’Huh...huh...huh’’ Michael kept running in the forest, he tried to find an open road that
would have cars passing by. He wanted to seek help from others.
‘’Where are you now, Michael? Come on, I will definitely make you feel more satisfied!
Hahaha!’’ ‘Mary’ chased after Michael and roared.
Michael thought he could hide from ‘Mary’, however, ‘Mary’ still found him behind a
tree.
‘’Here you are, Michael. It’s time for me to end your life,’’ ‘Mary’ laughed without
emotion.
Michael stepped back, his heart stopped. But he tried to calm down and speak to ‘Mary’
in a shaking voice, ‘‘I know I will die eventually. But before that, I want to know the
38 truth.
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You are not Mary, right? You must be Lily...from the story. I want to die with the truth.’’
‘’ You are really smart, Michael. Your answers are all correct, but not only that, I am
also the old woman from the old house, I told you all of this just so that I can be more
satisfied when I kill you all,’’ Lily smiled, beginning to charge an attack on Michael.
Michael dodged her first strike and ran away, he had no weapons on his hands, even
if he had a weapon, he wouldn't be able to defend himself. The only option for him
was to choose a direction and run.
‘’Help! I am being chased by a monster! Help me!’’ Michael kept screaming when he
was running. He did everything he could. He even prayed to the lord that he did not
want to die, no matter the cost.
Maybe his prayer was successful, he finally ran out of the forest and got onto the
main road. A red car crossed by. Just when Michael thought he was safe, he got hit by
the car. Lily laughed and threw the cleaver at Michael.
The 4 people noticed the wounded Michael and called the ambulance. The prayer
from Michael must have worked, because the cleaver did not hit his vital organs,
therefore he survived. Although Michael escaped, he became a vegetable and fell into
a coma.
A long night passed, the police found two dead bodies. How about Lily? Lily is the
person writing this story.
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The Lady in White
“Hey Steve, watch your steps! Why don’t you take out the torch so we can see
properly?” I grumbled, glaring at Steve in annoyance.
“Oh, sorry Klaus. I almost forgot that we’ve got a torch...haha,” Steve chuckled,
scratching the back of his head sheepishly with his left hand which wasn’t holding a
camera.
The two of us were wandering in an abandoned school. To be honest, I wasn't fond
of these kinds of places. Most of the windows were broken and the wall was splashed
with a litter of cracks. As the chilling night breeze brushed against the broken glasses
of the window, an eerie screeching sound resonated through the corridor. If you asked
me, this place looked like a haunted house and this crept me to the core. But my
dearest Stevie had got this great idea of filming in this place. I could do nothing but
complain.
Walking up the cracking stairs, we turned to the left and strolled along the gloomy
corridor.
“Hehe…”
What was that sound?
“Quit thinking! I don’t want to die from a heart attack right here! It was nothing!
Nothing!” I hissed to myself under my breath.
As we kept walking, I felt that someone or something was watching us. I gritted
my teeth and shook my head.
“Don’t be a fool. Ghosts don’t exist. You aren’t a naive child anymore,” I tried to
convince myself.
Luckily, Steve announced that he had finished the filming process and we were free
to go. I sighed in relief but an uneasy feeling still found its way into my brain and
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lingered there.
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After that night, Steve sent me the footage and asked me to help edit it.
I opened the
gfdhfh41
file and started to watch it until I saw something. My blood ran cold at such a sight.
Staring at me was a pair of crimson eyes as bright as the finest ruby. A lady in a tattered
white dress adorned with lilies was grinning at me with pure bliss. Her jet black hair
flowed like a willow as she stepped closer and closer to my screen. She raised her delicate
fingers and scratched my screen, leaving a face with bloody tears on it. The white lady’s
eyes turned from crimson to white and her face distorted into a twisted smile.
“Please save my poor soul!” I screamed at the top of my lungs and shut down my
computer at the speed of lightning.
Shivering like a leaf twirling in the wind, I grabbed my phone and dialed Steve’s
number immediately.
“Come to my place. Now. We’re in great trouble.”
I showed Steve the footage and his eyes widened in raw horror.
“W-what was t-that? Oh n-no...no...d-dude...what should we do?” Steve stuttered
with colour draining from his face.
“Get rid of the footage,” I said, “and we will never talk about this again.”
“Should we find someone for help, like a monk or a priest or…we can go back and
apologise?” Steve whispered, eyeing me cautiously.
“Are you insane? I won’t go back! No way! I’m going to delete this! End of story!” I
barked, throwing my arms in the air angrily. Why would he suggest going back?
“But---”
“No but. Now, if you have nothing else to say, please go,” I waved him off,
exasperated.
After that day, we never mentioned that horrifying incident again. I should have known
that the worst was yet to come.
Sitting on my bed, I was scrolling through the news feed when I received a message
from Steve. It was a video. Curious, I clicked on it. I whimpered when I saw that pair of
oh-so-familiar crimson eyes. However, she wasn’t alone this time. Behind her 41
was a
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trembling Steve with tears streaming down his colourless face. She turned to me and
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grinned, revealing her pearly fangs glistening with blood. Then, the video stopped.

“The adults won’t believe me...but I can’t leave him there. He’s my friend…” I tossed
and turned on my bed, trying to figure out a solution. In the end, I jumped up, grabbed
my backpack and bolted out of my house.
“Wait for me, Steve.”
The dim beam of the pale silver moon fell on my lone figure. Standing in front of
the stained iron gate, I took a deep breath and pushed it open. If I came out intact, I
would definitely beat the hell out of Steve. Switching on the torch, I held my breath and
walked into the school building and found my way to the hall. I widened my eyes in
amazement as I stepped into the hall. It was lit with hundreds of candles arranged in a
circular pattern, illuminating the hall with gentle ethereal light. Sitting in the middle of
the hall was Steve. His hands were tied behind his back with ropes. The lady in white
was standing just behind him. I ran forward and tried to grab Steve. Suddenly, Steve
stood up and wriggled his way out of the ropes. He glanced at me with pity and threw
his arms around my throat, holding me in place.
“My fair lady, I’ve brought you a feast. Are you happy with this?” Steve stared at the
lady with nothing but tenderness and adoration. What was happening? Steve...no...was
he really Steve?
“S-Stevie?” I struggled, trying to get away from him.
“My lady, this is Klaus. I believe that he will be the perfect meal for you. Please allow
me to tie him up for you,” Steve said softly, picking up the ropes and tying me up. I kicked
and screamed but Steve didn’t even budge. He spared me one last cold glance before
knocking me out.
The last thing I saw before being dragged into eternal darkness was the sight of
Steve kneeling on one knee in front of the ghost lady and placing a kiss on the back of
her left hand. His hazel eyes sparkling with a flame of ecstasy.
“Your wish is my command, my dearest lady.”
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Farewell, Klaus.
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1A 26 Ma Lok Hin, Ivan (2020 – 2021)
Better relationship
Last Friday, I was very excited when I woke up because that day is ‘Take Your Pet to
School Day’! I have a dog called Mimi and I brought it to school.
When I arrived at school, I saw there were different kinds of animals such as
goldfish, turtle, rabbit, and cat…...so many. However, there were some kinds of pets
you would never have thought of as pets such as a pig, a snake, a sheep and a frog. In
our class, the biggest animal was a horse and the smallest one was an ant. How
strange! Guess what? Our class sounded just like a band! There were some dogs
barking and some cat meowing...
“Ivan, what did you bring?” Annie asked.
“I didn’t bring any special. I just brought my dong Mimi. How about you?”
“Well, I just brought my hedgehog. It is very cute.” Annie said. She told me I could
try and touch the hedgehog but I was too afraid that it would bite me so I told maybe
I would try at recess time. At the beginning, I was very afraid. Then, I touched it.
Luckily, it didn’t bite me and its facial expression told me it felt comfortable.
At the end of that day, my dog barked at me. Although I don't know what he was
saying, I still felt that it wanted me to treat it like how I treated Annie’s hedgehog with love and adoration. After that day, our relationship was a lot better! I love ‘Take
Your Pet to School Day’!
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1C 29 Weng Man Yan, Jessica (2020 – 2021)
A funny day
Last Friday, our school organized “Take Your Pet to School Day''. Everyone brought
their pets to school and I brought my lovely kitten to school too.
When I arrived at the classroom, I was shocked at what I saw. Lily's two rabbits were
chasing Ben’s turtle while Sharon’s parrot was shouting at Currie’s hamster. It was very
noisy.
“Oh, poor little hamster and turtle," I said.
At that time, our class teacher Miss Lam came in with her lovely hedgehog.
“Wow, Miss Lam’s hedgehog is very cute!” someone yelled.
“Oh! Thank you. Your pets are cute too! '' Miss Lam said. “Alright, the funny day
starts. Have a good time!”
After a while, we held a fun animal race and set up a simple runway for our pets.
In the first round, Lily's rabbit won. In the second round, the rabbit still ran very fast but
suddenly it stopped and started peeing on the ground, so John’s piggy and Ben’s turtle
caught up with the rabbit. In the end, the turtle won incredibly. We were all surprised
at the result. Then, we presented the award to the turtle and rabbit.
At the same time, the bell rang. We had to go home. All the animals rushed out of
the side gate and Lily’s rabbit still chased after the turtle. Mandy’s dog barked at my
kitten and many animals were playing with each other, so you could imagine how
spectacular it was! That's how the funny day ended. We were tired but happy.
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2A 27 Wong Bo Yi Vikki (2020 – 2021)
You woke up one morning and found yourself alone. Everyone seemed to
have disappeared except for you. Describe what happened next.

“Beep, beep, beep,” the alarm went off. I switched it off grumpily.
“What? It’s eight o’clock already? I’m so late! Mom! Dad! Why didn’t you wake me
up?” I yelled nervously. I immediately rushed to my bathroom and brushed my teeth
in a split second. Then I grabbed a piece of bread and changed into my uniform rapidly.
“Mom, can you fetch me my purse?” But there was no reply.
“Mom, where are you? I’m in such a hurry!” I said, raising my voice.
Still, there was no reply. I searched through the house, and there was no sign of my
parents.
Why would they leave me alone? Where could they have been? Thoughts appeared
in my head. However, none of these helped my nervousness.
I decided to pretend nothing had happened and go to school. I swung my backpack
on my elbow then opened the door,
A warm morning breeze welcomed me in warm hands. I looked at my watch.
“Oh no! It is five past eight already!” I yelled. I ran as fast as lightning. On the way to
school, I couldn’t see any of my neighbours. It was strange as I could always see them
in the morning.
I checked my watch again as soon as I arrived school. Luckily, I wasn’t late. I stood
and rested a bit, then stepped into the school.
The first strange thing I noticed was there was nobody inside the campus. The once
lively cafeteria, classrooms were dead silent. A sudden fear rushed into my veins. I felt
lonely and scared. I was petrified. I didn’t know what to do and what’s going on.
45
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I ran back home miserably. When I opened the door, I suddenly heard someone
shouting, “Happy Birthday!” Then everyone laughed. I was so surprised! I totally
forgot today was my birthday! My mom laughed when she saw me.
“Things didn’t go as planned, we didn’t expect you to run back to school. Today is
Sunday! How could you forget that? Anyway, happy birthday!” My mom said
joyfully.
I grinned joyfully while I scanned everyone who was in the party. I realized the
whole neighbourhood was there! That explained everything. There were pudding,
chicken wings, pasta, etc. I thanked everyone who participated in the party and
started to laugh and chatted with my friends.
We partied until midnight that day. It was indeed my most memorable birthday
ever! I hoped my parents won’t do that again though because it almost gave me a
heart attack!
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3C 20 Liang Kam Wan, Karen (2020 – 2021)
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Proposal for a brand new tour for 2021-2022 exchange students
in secondary schools in the Tsuen Wan and Kwai Tsing district
This proposal aims to plan a tour for the exchange students. I would recommend
Metropolis Plaza in Kwai Fong. It is a shopping mall where there are a lot of shops, for
example, Muji, Mac, Inchida. I suggest the exchange students should eat at Pepper
Lunch. This restaurant provides noodles and rice.

It is a Teppanyaki, which is heating

food on an iron plate. It also serves students lunch sets, which are delicious. The
environment gives an ambiance of comfort. They may also buy pearl milk tea at Kwai
Chung Plaza, which is next to Metropolis Plaza. This shopping mall is the biggest in
Kwai Tsing. There are many shops selling daily necessities.
Secondly, I recommend Nan Fung Cotton Mills to the exchange students. This was a
factory in the past and now it has become an increasingly popular venue for
understanding Hong Kong’s past glory as a major industrial manufacturing centre of
garments. It is home to the abundant history of Hong Kong and Tsuen Wan. This
factory, which was founded in the 50s, is now a landmark conservation project. The
second place I would like to recommend is Kwai Tsing Theatre. This theatre often
showcases operas, musical performances and Cantonese operas. The exchange
students may know more about musical culture.
As for an outdoor activity, I suggest Tsuen Wan Riviera Park, which has been around
for almost 20 years. The exchange students can play there, for instance, on slides and
swings. They can also do sports there because there is a tennis court and a football
court. The exchange students and their local student mentors can get to know each
other better.
I am confident that the exchange students would be able to learn a great deal about
the history and culture of Hong Kong, enjoy mouth-watering foods and have a great
47
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time outdoors from this local tour.
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3D Hung Hei Yu, Rex (2020 – 2021)
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Proposal for a brand new tour for 2021-2022 exchange students
in secondary schools in the Tsuen Wan and Kwai Tsing district
This proposal aims to let the exchange students of secondary schools in the Tsuen
Wan and Kwai Tsing districts know more about the areas they will spend most of their
time in.
There is a wide variety of eateries in the Kwai Tsing and Tsuen Wan districts, so the
exchange students have a lot of choices where to eat in those districts. I highly
recommend Duen Kee Restaurant to them. Duen Kee Restaurant, which is located on
the hillside of Tai Mo Shan, provides typical Chinese food. The exchange students
cannot eat typical Chinese food in western countries. Therefore, it is worthwhile for
them to try typical Chinese food and know more about Chinese culture. Besides,
according to TripAdvisor, which is the biggest travel platform in the world, Duen Kee
Restaurant is the top Chinese restaurant in Tsuen Wan district. Thus, the exchange
students can eat mouth-watering and delicious food provided by the restaurant.
Besides, the staff are friendly, so the students can feel free to ask them information
about Tsuen Wan and Kwai Tsing district. Moreover, the environment is nice at the
restaurant as there are many plants around and the air is fresh. It is comfortable for
the exchange students to eat at the restaurant, which will be relaxing for them.
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In the Kwai Tsing and Tsuen Wan districts, there are many places that are
good for

sightseeing. First, I recommend Tai Mo Shan to the exchange students for sightseeing.
There is less light pollution at Tai Mo Shan, so they can enjoy a better, clearer view. On
the peak of Tai Mo Shan, they can see almost all of Hong Kong. Moreover, it is cooler
in Tai Mo Shan, unlike other parts of Hong Kong which can be hot and humid most of
the year. They can feel the comfortable breeze there. In addition, the roads there are
tree-lined, allowing them to enjoy the natural environment of Hong Kong.

Besides, I suggest Tsing Ma Bridge to the exchange students for sightseeing. First
and foremost, the reason why Tsing Ma Bridge is a world-famous bridge, is that its
span is the longest of all bridges in the world carrying rail traffic. Furthermore, when
the bridge lights up, it is unbelievably beautiful. The lights join like a pearl necklace
under the night sky, which is very spectacular. The exchange students should observe
the beautiful scenery there and see one of the architectural miracles of the world. It
will be memorable for them to see this bridge.
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I recommend the exchange students to visit the Lantau Link Visitors Centre,
which

will be meaningful for them. They can know more about the structure and the
uniqueness of Tsing Ma Bridge, which is well-known in the world. Additionally, there
are many kinds of flowers planted there, such as bauhinias and azaleas. It is charming
for them to see, and rare in a concrete jungle like Hong Kong. They can get some fresh
air by walking around there. It will be a refreshing experience for them.
In conclusion, I would sincerely request you to consider my recommendations that
I have made above. Only in this way can the exchange students gain many benefits
from the tour and it will allow them to know more about Kwai Tsing and Tsuen Wan.
Thank you for your attention. I hope you will consider my recommendations.
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